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Open Core Engineering Adds New Freedom
to Machine Automation Programming
In the world of machine automation
programming, there has been an
ongoing effort to make programming
languages and platforms easier to use,
more accessible, and more “open” to
speed machine commissioning. And
while standards such as IEC61131
and PLCopen have helped improve
machine automation programming,
“open” is a relative term.
Many programmers— including
those recently out of school, or
with backgrounds in computers,
networking, and Web applications—are
well-versed in standard programming
languages like C++, Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA), and Java, or
mobile platforms such as Android and
Apple iOS. When they start working

Open Core Engineering is a new approach to machine automation programming that
combines the previously separate environments of PLC platforms and IT programming
into one comprehensive software portfolio.
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a simple assignment of parameters.
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